
Keeping our faith to biology, we can say that an artist is condemned to die while his works are 
destined to survive beyond him. (Ars longa, Vita brevis). In theory, art is immortal, but the truth is 
even artworks get old, sometimes slowly, other times struck by a lightning senescence. They get 
old, they used to say, but only materially, their aura might weaken, but never vanquish.
Like a human epidermis, even the epithelium of a painting suffers the marking of the seasons. Few 
things are certain: one of these is that nothing is free untouched by time, that Father Time that 
Cesare Ripa described us as an old man, dressed with Stars, because from time to time, they are 
rulers of corruptible things; […] his virtue is up there in the Skies, highly collocated, and measuring 
on us protests of the Sun, and other Planets that distinguish us, & the Months, the Years, & the 
Age; it will hold a Mirror polished by hand, which teaches us that, as of time only the present can 
be seen, & has the being, in which is still too short, & uncertain, that won’t reflect the false image of 
the Mirror. 
The human face is marked by wrinkles, signs of time, of experiences, of the life spent. Even 
portraits- that the history of arts passed on in effigies- bring the traces of these”existence struggle”; 
faces of men and women that seemed to have seen everything and of everything, as if they were 
witnesses of a past that is poured again in the present. How many among us arrived to Louvre and 
admired the Mona Lisa unaware that she was glancing back at us. Strange but true, one gets 
embarrassed upon meeting eyes with a stranger, on the other hand, one is cunning and impudent 
when gazing at someone else’s picture who might be unfamiliar to us…
It is well known that the more we smile, the more we emphasize our wrinkles on our face. For more 
than six centuries Mona Lisa stays en pose with her imperturbable sneer. So the craquelure might 
be caused not only by the matter fraying but also for the effort of smiling in eternity? The 
masterpieces of the past, just like Duchamp fittingly said, «we love them for their cracks». If ever 
we decide to cure the “wounds” that emerged on Mona Lisa’s face there’s a risk we’ll remove a 
part of the painting -far from negligible- her allure. Not without reason, Victor Hugo declared war 
against restorers: the attempt of arming himself with lancet is rather futile/vain just to recover ones’
fake youth, painting thrives again and regenerates thanks to their natural capability of 
transmigrating (from painting to painting) and to transmit (after years, decades, centuries) it’s own 
vitality. 
At first glance, in Massimiliano Galliani’s paintings, it’s impossible to recognize the hypnotic, 
seductive, and cryptic gaze of Mona Lisa. We have to put a distance barrier between her and us, 
not only corporeal but also chronological. The closer we get, the more we get lost among the 
tangled signs. In these cracks-wrinkles, the artist acknowledged some Roads, “paths” that from a 
distance thickens until we recognize the place-face painted by Leonardo, up close instead, they 
lose every somatic connotation, they abstract from themselves making us lose ourselves inside 
them. These Roads were carved-drawn by time to lead us back to the history of arts, thus, a 
“glance from the outside” is necessary to be driven to a sufficient distance, outside the orbit - from 
the links and spells of painting- so that we won’t stay imprisoned in a visual maze that opens in 
front of us.
The same way in which St. Thomas inserted his finger in Christ’s wounds, our finger might lightly 
touch the cracks that emerges on Galliani’s paintings, as if we’re passing it on a map, in a way that 
we follow the trace and ensure us to arrive in our destination. But the artist had an intuition that we 
can’t pass on that Roads again and again always in the same way, because our approach changes 
and the scenery is itself in continuous mutation. This is the reason why Galliani built his works 
availing themselves in different techniques and sizes, showing the variety of information that are 
enclosed in the same images.
The Roads of Time (Strade del Tempo) that Massimiliano Galliani recognized on Mona Lisa’s face 
brings us back to the mind of the epilogue of L’Artifice by Jorge Luis Borges, that tells about a man 
that assigned himself this task to draw the world: «In the years he populates the space with images 
of provinces, reigns, mountains, beaches, boats, islands, fishes, houses, tools, stars, horses, 
people. Shortly before his death, he discovers that that patient labyrinth of lines, traces the image 
of his own face». In the end, as always we are forced to admit that every artwork, whether it’s 
figurative or abstract, it’s nothing but a self portrait of the author. whether we like it or not, what we 
see is a Geography of “I”, of History, of the World. Not a simple itinerary but an allegorical in itinere.


